Tourism Corridor

The AJK Tourism & Archaeology department conducted a detailed Survey and Feasibility Study of
AJK Tourism Corridor through a private consultant firm during year 2017-18. The feasibility study
estimates a cost of Rs. 10,530 million for execution/ implementation of the proposed corridor. The
financing has been bifurcated as under:



Federal Government Financing Rs. 5950 million.



Tourism Department, Government of AJK Financing Rs. 3350 million.



Private Sector Financing Rs. 1230 million.

The main recommendations of the study are as under:
 Construction of new roads (196 km) and up gradation of existing roads

(95 km)

 Development of 17 rest areas along tourism corridor
 Development of artificial lakes and hiking tracks
 Provision of electricity and water at tourist spots Development of documentaries on Tourism
in AJ&K
 Development of clusters of handicraft outlets /souvenir shops
 Promotion of adventure tourism/expeditions
 Construction and Operation of Restaurants
 Development and Operation of Camping Sites, Wooden Huts and Tuck Shops
 Development of Children Play Areas
 Development of Tourist Resorts
 Restaurants
 Camping Sites
 Tuck Shops/ Handicraft Shops

The government of AJK has already adopted the policy of public private partnership to engage private
sector investment in tourism development.

Feasibility studies of 14 sites completed with:


Estimated net profit value



Cost benefit analysis



Internal financial rate of return Rate of equity

1.

CHIKKAR

Chikkar is a hill station in Hattian Bala district of Azad Kashmir. It is located at 46 KM
from Muzaffarabad at an elevation level of 5,272 feet. The town is accessible from
Muzaffarabad by Muzaffarbad-Chakothi road. It is also accessible from Sudhan Gali. The
location map of Chikkar is presented below:
LOCATION MAP

Chikkar has a population of around 80,000. The literacy rate of Chikkar is comparatively
higher than the other parts of Azad Kashmir. The population of Chikkar is engaged in
agriculture, poultry farming and is employed in public and private sector. The town has
a number of guest houses in the private sector. In addition, PWD has also developed a
rest house to meet the public sector requirements. AJK Tourism & Archeology
Department has developed a 10-rooms tourist resort to meet the tourists requirements
at Chikkar. The operation of the resort has started recently. The tourist season in this
vicinity is from April to September. The occupancy rate of the resort is low in
March/April. Chikkar is the entry point of tourists to reach Sudhan Gali and Ganga Choti.
The resort developed by Tourism Department and private sector guest houses can meet
the tourists accommodation requirements in the near future. The photographs of the
tourist resort are presented below:

Road leading to Tourism Resort Chikkar

Tourism Resort Chikkar
It was observed that existing accommodation facilities developed by the Tourism
Department and private sector are meeting the tourist’s requirements. Thus, No new
tourist accommodation facility is proposed at Chikkar.

2.

SUDHAN GALI

Sudhan Gali is located in District Bagh of AJK at an elevation of 7,472 feet. It lies on the
main road connecting District Bagh with Muzaffarabad. The town is also connected with
Chikkar. Sudhan Gali is a scenic town and attracts tourists from Azad Kashmir and
Pakistan. Sudhan Gali is surrounded by thick forests of pine trees aging more than 100
years. The location of Sudhan Gali is resented below:
LOCATION MAP

In 2005 earthquake, land slide completely blocked the water flow of Chikkar nullah. The
Army Authorities blasted the land slide to ensure flow of water in the nullah. A small
lake called Zalzal Lake was however, developed. This area cannot be utilized for tourist
facilities as possibility of land slide always exists.
It was observed that private sector is providing accommodation facilities to the tourists
on Chikkar-Sudhan Gali road. Hamza Hotel is one of the locations providing residential
accommodation along with food and children play area to the tourists. The following are
the photographs of the Hamza Hotel:

Hamza Hotel, Salmiya: Chikkar-Sudhan Gali Road

Hamza Hotel, Salmia: Chikkar-Sudhan Gali Road

Tourism Department AJK has developed a tourist resort having 05 rooms to facilitate
tourism.

Tourism Department Tourist Resort
Private sector resort namely Benazir Palace is also located in the same vicinity. It was
observed that private sector is developing tourist resorts to accommodate tourist
visiting the area.

Benazir Palace: Developed by Private Sector

Sudhan Gali do not have a good restaurant to meet the requirements of tourists. A 2.5
kanals of land near the tourism resort have been identified on the main road leading to
Ganga Choti, for the development of roadside restaurant. The restaurant is expected to
provide quality organic food to the tourists.
Roadside View of
proposed Restaurant site

3.

GANGA CHOTI

Ganga Choti is a scenic peak in village Bani Minhasan in Bagh District. The Choti is
visible from Bagh city and is also called the Crown of Bagh. Ganga Choti is approachable
from Sudhan Gali and the distance between Sudhan Gali and Ganga Choti is 07 KM
(Black Top 02 KM, Shingle 04 KM and Katcha Track 01 KM). At present, it is a jeepable
track. It has, however, been informed that construction of black top road have been
awarded and the construction is in progress. Ganga Choti is located at an elevation of
9,999 feet and approximately take two hours to reach Ganga Choti from Sudhan Gali. A
number of tourists including school children are visiting the Ganga Choti for recreation.
It has few tent restaurants meeting the food requirements of the tourists. The location
map of the area is presented below:
LOCATION MAP

In order to encourage tourism in the vicinity, the following roads are proposed to be
constructed:





 22 KM Road: Ganga Choti - Bani Minhasan - Bagh via Gujran - Nanga Pir - Bees Bagla

 10 KM Road: Chitra Topi- Balar Kotha
 02 KM Road: Ganga Choti - Parr - Dhub - Daira
 02 KM Road: Sunger - Paihl - Choutha - Jug Lari

Ganga Choti is a very attractive location for tourism and respectable tourist
infrastructure needs to be provided to meet the requirements of the tourists. Around 70
kanals of land have been identified to provide following facilities:
 Roadside restaurant

(05 kanals)

 Camping Site along with Tuck Shop

(33 kanals)

 Midway Tuck Shop

(01 kanal)

 Children Play Area


(10 kanals)

Hiking Track

 Small Artificial Lake like Banjosa

(20 kanals)

The photographs of the proposed site selected for development of restaurant, camping
and children play area are as follows:

Scenic View of Ganga Choti

Children playing Cricket

Proposed Site for
Restaurant

Proposed Site for the Restaurant

Camping Site

Water source for the Camping Site

Proposed site for Artificial Lake

4.

PIR KANTHI

Pir Kanthi is located in District Bagh in the mountains of Pir Panjal range at an elevation
level of 10,640 feet. Pir Kanthi is accessible by a 24 KM road from Qadeerabad. The 10
KM road is black topped and the remaining 14 KM is a jeepable track. The area is
located along line of control with India and is quiet vulnerable.
Pakistan Defense Forces have a check post/base camp around 06 KM ahead of Pir
Kanthi. It was informed that the shrine was destroyed on account of shelling by Indian
Forces in the past. The base camp commander informed that the area is vulnerable and
is experiencing cross firing along the line of control. The base camp commander did not
allow the team to visit the area. In view of the prevailing situation, it was, therefore, not
possible to identify locations for the development of tourist facilities in the area. The
upgradation of the road condition can facilitate development of tourist facilities at the
time of peace between two countries.
LOCATION MAP

5.5. SHERU DHAARA
Sheru Dhaara is located in the northwest of Danna and has an elevation of 9,350 feet. It
is quiet scenic and has snow on the top of the mountains in May.
LOCATION MAP

 Camping Site

(15 kanals)

 Tuck Shop

(1 kanal)

 Children Play Area

(04 kanals)

Proposed Site for Camping

6.

HAJI PIR

Haji Pir is located closed to line of control between India and Pakistan at a height of
7,828 feet. The area is facing shelling across the border and is militarized. The location
map of Haji Pir is presented below:
LOCATION MAP

Being a vulnerable area on account of cross firing on line of control. No tourist facilities
is proposed in this area.

7.

LASDANNA

Lasdanna is located at a distance of 15 KM from Bagh at an elevation of 8,500 feet. The
entire area is lush green and has an excellent potential for tourism. The location map of
Lasdanna is presented below:
LOCATION MAP

The Tourism Department has constructed a 03 rooms tourist hut. In addition, a roadside
restaurant and a tuck shop is under construction. The photographs of the resort, under
construction restaurant and tuck shop are as follows:

Tourism Department Tourist Resort

In order to optimally utilize the existing infrastructure developed by the Tourism
Department and provide camping facilities close to the existing tourist resort, a 60
kanals of land has been identified to develop following tourist facilities:
 Camping Site

(35 kanals)

 Wooden Huts

(17 kanals)

 Children Play Area

(08 kanals)

Following are the photographs of the proposed site for the development of camping site,
wooden huts and developing children play area:

8.

GHORI MAR

Ghori Mar is located in Tehsil Rawalakot at an elevation of 7,880 feet. The location map
of the Ghori Mar is presented below:
LOCATION MAP

The Tourism Department has developed a 02 rooms tourist resort along with 02
conference rooms. Tourism Department is extending the facilities and is finalizing the
construction of an additional 02 rooms along with 03 servant quarters and meeting
rooms. The environments of the tourist lodge are scenic. The photographs of the tourist
lodge along with extension work are presented below:

Tourism Department Lodge

Extension in Tourist Lodge

Tuck Shop
A 60 kanals of land have been identified in the vicinity of existing tourist resort at Ghori
Mar to develop the following infrastructure for tourists:
 Camping Site

(35 kanals)

 Wooden Huts

(17 kanals)

 Children Play Area

(08 kanals)

The development of tourist infrastructure i.e. camping site, wooden huts and children
play area. The proposed infrastructure site is closed to the tuck shop constructed by the
Tourism Department. The tuck shop is expecting to meet the basic needs of the tourists.
The photographs of the proposed site are presented below:

Camping Site

9.

TOLI PIR

Toli Pir is a hilltop situated in Tehsil Rawalakot in the Poonch District at an elevation level
of about 8,317 feet. Toli Pir is at a distance of about 30 KM from Rawalakot. Toli Pir is the
highest mountainous location in the northeastern area of Rawalakot. The area is
attracting tourists from Azad Kashmir and Pakistan. The location map of Toli Pir is
presented below:
LOCATION MAP

The private sector is developing facilities to accommodate tourists. The photographs of
the resorts developed/being developed by the private sector are as follows:

It has, however, been observed that at Toli Pir unauthorized developments in the shape
of tents are being developed. The photographs of the unauthorized developments are as
follows:

Unauthorized developments

Unauthorized developments

A 60 kanals of land has been identified for development of tourist facilities at Toli Pir.
The details are as under:
 Roadside Restaurant

(05 kanals)

 Camping Facilities

(44 kanals)

 Children Play Area

(10 kanals)

 Tuck Shop at the Top

(01 kanal)



Hiking Track

The photographs of the site for development of roadside restaurant, camping facilities
and children play area are as follows:

Overview of the Area

Mosque recently constructed

Site for Restaurant

Camping Site

Children Paly Area

10. KOYIAN NURSERY
Koyian Nursery is located at 17 KM from Rawalakot at an elevation level of 5,900 feet.
The area is surrounded by dense forests. The location map of Koyian Nursery is
presented below:
LOCATION MAP

Tourism Department has developed a 03 rooms resort. It contains kids playing area
with swings and slides. A camping facility was developed by the Tourism Department.
However, the same is not being used for camping. The site has two old structures needs
to be demolished. Around 12 kanals of land is available for development of camping
facilities.

The photographs of the area for the development of camping site and tuck shop are as
follows:

View of the Site

Tourist Resort

Rest Area

Children Play Area

Old Structure

Abandoned Structure for Camping

Camping Site

11. CHAMROTI (JANDALI TOP)
Chamroti (Jandali Top) is located on the main Jandali Road at an elevation level of 7,080
feet. The location map of Chamroti (Jandali Top) is presented below:
LOCATION MAP

The area is attracting tourists and a resort in the private sector has been developed. The
photograph of the guest house is as follows:

Private Guest House

A land measuring around 22 kanals have been identified for development of camping
facilities, tuck shop and children play area.

The photograph of the area for the development of camping site, tuck shop and children
play area is as follows:

Proposed Site for Camping

12. DEVI GALI
Devi Gali is located at 21 KM from Trar Khal on the black topped road at an elevation of
5,397 feet. The location map of the Devi Gali is presented below:
LOCATION MAP

A 68 kanals of land have been identified for the development of tourist resort at Devi Gali.

The photographs of the area for the development of tourist resort are as follows:

Site for Tourist Resort

Site for Tourist Resort

13. SANGAR GALI
Sangar Gali is located on the top of the mountain range at an elevation of 9,563 feet and
is very scenic and attractive place for tourism. Sangar Gali at present do not have any
road connection. The location map of the Sangar Gali is as follows:
LOCATION MAP

In order to develop tourist facilities, 55 kanals of land have been identified on the top of
Sangar Gali to provide the following tourist facilities:
 Camping Site

(44 kanals)

 Tuck Shop

(01 kanal)

 Children Play Area

(10 kanals)

The photographs of the area for the development of camping site, tuck shop and
children play area are as follows:

View of the Sanghar Gali

Scenic View of Sanghar Gali

Overview of the Site

Camping Site

14. MAKRI
Makri is another attractive site for the development of tourist facilities. It is located at
an elevation level of 10,100 feet. The location map of Makri is as follows:
LOCATION MAP

A 60 kanals of land have been identified at Makri for development of following tourist
facilities:
 Wooden Huts

(49 kanals)

 Tuck Shop

(01 kanal)

 Children Play Area

(10 kanals)

The photographs of the area for the development of wooden huts, tuck shop and
children play area are as follows:

View of Makri

Site for Huts

15. CHUP SER
Chup Ser (Lower Jabsar) is located on the top of the mountain range at an elevation of
9,685 feet and is very scenic and attractive place for tourism. The location map of the
Chup Ser is as follows:
LOCATION MAP

In order to develop tourist facilities, 50 kanals of land have been identified on the top of
Chup Ser to develop the following tourist facilities:
 Camping Site

(39 kanals)

 Tuck Shop

(01 kanal)

 Children Play Area

(10 kanals)

The photograph of the area for the development of camping site, tuck shop and children
play area is as follows:

Camping Site

16. BAAN
Baan is located on Bhairi road at an elevation level of 8,750 feet. It is a scenic area
having lush green trees. The location map of the area is as follows:
LOCATION MAP

The area provides unique opportunity of developing a skiing resort and hotel at Baan. It
will be a nearest skiing destination from Islamabad. 115 kanals of land have been
identified for the development of tourist resort and skiing facilities.

The photographs of the area for the development of tourist resort and skiing facilities
are as follows:

View of Baan

Scenic View of Baan

Scenic View of Baan

Skiing at Baan

TOURISM POTENTIAL IN
SOUTHERN AJ&K
MIRPUR, BHIMBER AND KOTLI

6.

TOURISM POTENTIAL IN SOUTHERN AJ&K
MIRPUR, BHIMBER AND KOTLI

The southern AJK consists of Mirpur, Bhimber and Kotli. The Mirpur is a lake side city and
offer a beautiful lake to the town. The Mangla Lake is a multipurpose lake i.e. providing
water for irrigation purpose and generating electricity to meet the energy requirements of
the country. A large number of population of Mirpur, Bhimber and Kotli migrated to United
Kingdom for jobs. The people migrated to UK worked hard and ultimately become citizen of
UK. Their children were also educated in UK and are playing an important role in the
economy of UK. Most of the immigrants have constructed houses at their lands located in
these cities. It was observed that in majority of the cases their parents are living in these
houses, otherwise they have appointed staff to take care of their property. Over a period of
time, a tendency of marriages among people living in UK has developed but still a large
number of migrants prefer to marry their children in their native towns.

The temperature in southern AJK during summer is quiet hot. The people living in these
areas opt for old places to spend their vacations. In winter, priority is assigned to visit
places having snowfall. Thus, south of AJK does not offer the desired potential to attract
tourists during summer and winter seasons. The Mangla Lake can be used for water
sports. However, it is very deep right from edges and may not be a safe place to allow
water sports and related activities. The southern AJK have a great religious tourism
potential. It has a number of shrines being managed by the Auqaf Department. It is
learned that the monthly donations received from pilgrim varies from 0.5 million to 2.0

million. The Auqaf Department is providing requisite facilities to facilitate pilgrims
visiting these shrines. As the Auqaf Department is taking care of the needs of religious
tourists, the Tourism Department has no revenues to invest in these shrines.
A number of locations were identified during field visit of Mirpur, Bhimber and Kotli.
However, these sites were not considered appropriate for financing by the private
sector as the area is hot and tourists have less attraction to visit these places during day
time. The historical forts developed by Mughals are also another attraction for the
tourists. A visit to the forts indicates that due to lack of maintenance, the forts are
almost collapsed and do not offer any attraction to visit.

1.

MANGLA LAKE RESTAURANT

A 05 kanals of land behind police station on the corner of the Mangla Lake have been
identified for establishment of a roadside restaurant. The photographs of the area are as
follows:

Mangla Lake

Under construction PC Hotel

LAND BANK FOR PRIVATE SECTOR INVESTMENT
05 Baila Jaat of Neelum Valley
S
Name of Land
Area(Kanal)
No
01 Taobutt Baila
67-19
02 Kel Seri Baila
87-03
03 Mandkaro/Dosut Baila
15-14
04 Keran Baila
22-11
05 Riverian Thunian Baila
23-06

Proposed Intervention
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ECO-Tourism
Camping Sites
Model Villages
Tourist Resorts
Amusement Parks
B. Adventure Tourism
 Zip-liner
 Chair-lift
 Para-gliding
C. Recreational Tourism
 Flying resorts
 Skiing resorts
 Hiking /Trekking
 Water Rafting

District Muzaffarabad
01 Saran Peerchinasi

222 Kanal
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Chair lift Cable Cars
Installation of Chairlifts at Pirchanasi, Tolipir & Baan:
The Azad Jammu & Kashmir is blessed with tourism potential hilly sites which would be developed
will basic tourist needs and requirements. Besides, installation of chairlifts at suitable tourist potential
sites is dire need of the time. But unfortunately, not a single chairlift has yet been installed by public or
private sector in tourist destinations of AJK. Whereas, the sites of Pirchanasi, Tolipir & Baan are most
suitable and famous tourist destinations due to their tourist potential, clean environment, height and
beauty. It is pertinent to mention that during the time many professional experts/ firms surveyed these
sites and recommends installation of chairlifts at these locations.



Pirchanasi
A detailed survey & feasibility study for installation of chairlift at Pirchanasi was
also conducted by the AJK Tourism Department through private firm of Austria in
2012. This study estimates Rs. 1683.729 million (in 2012) with expected income
of almost Rs. 478.820 million per year. But due to budgetary constraints, the AJK
Government has not yet installed the chairlift at the area.



Tolipir & Baan Areas

The AJK Tourism Corridor feasibility study suggests/ recommends installation of chairlifts at the sites
of Tolipir & Baan area due to their great potential.

Restoration of Heritage Sites of AJK:
Azad Jammu & Kashmir is blessed with a vast range of archaeological assets and
ancient heritage sites reflecting the golden period of the history of the state. These
numerous heritage sites need to be restored and preserved in their original
condition. Moreover, tourist influx can be increased by investing on archaeology and
heritage tourism sector. As such, heritage tourism is also an income generating tool
to support local community and face uplift of the state. In this regard, in year 2018,
the AJK Tourism Department has planned (got approved) a survey & feasibility study
for preservation of archaeological assets of AJK through private professional firm
and the matter is under process. After formulation of this feasibility study (including
preservation plans, PC-Is etc.), the Department will be able to take necessary steps
for restoration of heritage sites of AJK. Moreover, the private sector will also be
involved in future interventions of the heritage. Furthermore, during year 2018-20 the
department has also planned to establish heritage museums at two district
headquarters of AJK i.e. Muzaffarabad & Mirpur. The government of AJK has also
allotted the buildings for this initiative to strengthen the field of heritage.

